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Abstract— Recently, researches have been conducted to discover and assess the usage of MPLS tunnels. Indeed, recent
developments in the ICMP protocol make certain categories of
MPLS tunnels transparent to traceroute probing. Additional
techniques have been proposed to reveal the presence of MPLS
tunnels when they do not explicitly appear in traceroute. It
has been shown that MPLS is a very well deployed technology
whose usage (i.e., Traffic Engineering, load balancing, etc.) varies
in time and according to ASes. However, the MPLS structure
on the Internet architecture has not been studied yet. In this
paper, we follow this path by providing two contributions to the
state of the art: (i) we evaluate the biases involved on MPLS
tunnel detection when they are not directly revealed through
traceroute. (ii), we provide some properties and architectural
details related with MPLS deployment on router topology based
on a k-core decomposition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet topology refers to the study of the various types
of connectivity structures and representations between directly
connected nodes on the Internetq architecture. This representation aims at modeling the Internet with the greatest possible
accuracy in order to test new communications protocols,
algorithms, QoS policies, traffic engineering, etc.
The Internet topology can be seen at several abstraction levels i.e., IP interface, router, subnetwork, PoP, and Autonomous
System (AS) levels. All these models have been widely studied
in the past [1]. However, the current state of the art of Internet
deployment involves a great number of technologies impacting
the Internet Topology. And those technologies deserve a deep
study in order to include them in the current Internet models.
For instance, Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [2] has
been recently the focus of several studies [3], [4], [5]. It
has been demonstrated that MPLS is a mature technology
widely deployed for (mainly) load balancing reasons or traffic
engineering purposes. A few studies have partially questioned
its impact on Internet topology [6], [7]. However, the MPLS
structure on the Internet architecture has not been studied yet.
The importance to study the architectural details of MPLS
usage would help to know the way in which the Internet
Service Providers (ISPs) use their networks or apply their
policies for traffic engineering as well as to better understand
the Internet architecture more accurately.
This work mainly provides a study around the structure
of MPLS usage over Internet Topology. Firstly, we focus on
evaluating the accuracy of MPLS tunnel detection methods.
Particularly, we provide a quantification of the biases related with MPLS tunnels that are not revealed explicitly by

traceroute. Secondly, we study the MPLS structure based
on the way MPLS routers and networks interact with nonMPLS capable routers. In order to do it, we define a new
abstraction level on Internet graph, distinguishing router-level
and MPLS-level links. We also identified non-MPLS capable
routers and MPLS clusters. In this way, we contribute to the
traditional Internet topology with new details related to MPLS
usage. We mainly use k-core decomposition [8] based tools
to reveal the fingerprints closely related to MPLS presence.
It has been shown previously that k-core decomposition is a
relevant tool to describe Internet Topology [9], [10], [11]. Our
main findings reveal that the MPLS structure varies depending
on the type of MPLS tunnels that prevails for a given AS
and that MPLS deployment plays an important role on the
Internet Backbone. Specifically, we find that local robustness
of Internet topology increase due to MPLS presence.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec. II
provides the state of the art and the background related to
MPLS tunnels discovery. In particular, it describes how MPLS
tunnels can be revealed through active measurements; Sec. III
explains how we collected data for this work; Sec. IV presents
our results related to mpls signatures accuracy; Sec. V presents
the main contributions of this paper with a detailed study
around the behavior of MPLS networks on the Internet Topology and architectural details of some ASes with most MPLS
usage; Finally, Sec. VI concludes this paper by summarizing
its main achievements.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we first provide an overview of MPLS
(Sec. II-A) before explaining how MPLS tunnels can be
revealed through active measurements (Sec. II-B). We also
position this work regarding the state of the art.
A. MPLS Overview
The Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [2] was originally designed to speed up the forwarding process. In practice,
this was done with one or more 32 bits label stack entries
(LSE) inserted between the frame header (Data-link layer)
and the IP packet (Network layer). A given packet can manage
several LSEs at the same time. In this case, the packet carries a
stack of labels. Each LSE is made of four fields: a 20-bit label
value used for forwarding the packet to the next router, a 3-bit
Traffic Class field for quality of service (QoS), priority, and
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [12], a 1-bit bottom

of stack flag (when set the current label is the last in the
stack [13]), and an 8-bit time-to-live (LSE-TTL) field having
the same purpose as the IP-TTL field [14].
MPLS routers, called Label Switching Routers (LSRs),
exchange labelled packets over Label Switched Paths (LSPs).
The first MPLS router (Ingress Label Edge Router, or Ingress
LER, i.e., the tunnel entry point) adds the label stack, while
the last MPLS router (Egress Label Edge Router, or Egress
LER, i.e., the tunnel exit point) removes the label stack. In
some cases, for performance reasons, the LSE stack may be
removed by the penultimate MPLS router (penultimate hop
popping, PHP). The Egress LER then performs a classic IP
lookup and forwards the traffic, reducing so the load on the
Egress LER (specially if the Egress LER is shared among
several LSPs). This means that, when using PHP, the tunnel
exit is one hop before the Egress LER.
B. Revealing MPLS Tunnels
MPLS routers may send ICMP time-exceeded messages when the LSE-TTL expires. In order to debug networks where MPLS is deployed, routers may also implement
RFC4950 [15], an extension to ICMP allowing a router
to embed an MPLS LSE in an ICMP time-exceeded
message. In that case, the router simply quotes the MPLS
LSE (or the LSE stack) of the received packet in the ICMP
time-exceeded message. RFC4950 is particularly useful
for operators as it allows them to verify the correctness of
their MPLS tunnels and traffic engineering policy.
If the Ingress LER copies the IP-TTL value to the LSETTL field rather than setting the LSE-TTL to an arbitrary
value such as 255, LSRs along the LSP will reveal themselves
when using traceroute via ICMP messages even if they do
not implement RFC4950. Operators can configure this action
using the ttl-propagate option provided by the router
manufacturer [14] (while, to the best of our knowledge, the
RFC4950 is just a matter of implementation and cannot be
deactivated on recent routers supporting it).
Using those two features, Sommers et al. [3] provide an
extensive study of MPLS tunnels as observed in CAIDA’s
topology data. In this data, they find tunnels in 7% of ASes,
and the fraction is constant over the years of data considered.
Recently, Vanaubel et al. [16] focus on MPLS deployment
and usage under IPv6. Vanaubel et al. [5] propose a classification of path diversity according to MPLS deployment. Their
classification reveals the actual usage of MPLS (e.g., load
balancing, traffic engineering) according to the inferred label
distribution protocol. Finally, it has also been demonstrated
that MPLS tunnels may have an impact on Internet topology
discovery tools. For instance, the presence of MPLS tunnels
may interfere with load balancing detection [6] or violate the
destination-based forwarding [7].
Donnet et al. [4] propose a taxonomy of MPLS tunnels
based on how they react to traceroute probes according
to their compliance (or not) to RFC4950 for MPLS and
the ttl-propagate option. The classes proposed are:
explicit tunnels (i.e., ttl-propagate and RFC4950 are

enabled), implicit tunnels (i.e., the router that pushes the
MPLS label enables the ttl-propagate option but LSRs
do not implement RFC4950), opaque tunnels (i.e., the LH
implements RFC4950 but the ingress LER does not enable
the ttl-propagate option), and, finally, invisible tunnels
(i.e., the ingress LER does not enable the ttl-propagate
option and RFC4950 is not implemented by the LH router).
Implicit and opaque tunnels can be revealed as follows:
1) a quoted IP-TTL (qTTL) in ICMP time-exceeded
messages > 1 will likely reveal the ttl-propagate
option at the ingress LER of an LSP. For each subsequent traceroute probe within an LSP, the qTTL
will be one greater resulting in an increasing sequence
of qTTL values in traceroute. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1(a);
2) #hops differences with the IP-TTL in echo-reply
messages (u-turn). It relies on the fact that LSRs along
an LSP present an original label stack default routing
behavior: when the LSE-TTL expires, an LSR first sends
the time-exceeded reply to the Egress LER which
then forwards the reply on its own to the probing source,
while an LSR replies to other probes using its own IP
routing table if available. Thereby, u-turn is the signature
related with the difference in these values. Summarizing,
u-turn = TTLecho-reply − TTLtime-exceeded . The expected uturn value is in the form [2L, 2L−2, 2L−4, ..., 2] where
L is the LSP length and the array position corresponds
to the LSR position within the LSP.
3) opaque tunnels are revealed through the quoted LSETTL returned by the LH in the time-exceeded reply.
By comparing this quoted LSE-TTL and 255 (which is
the standard initial LSE-TTL value), one can reveal the
presence of an opaque tunnel and its length [4].
Additional study by Vanaubel et al. [17] shows that the probing heuristic to detect implicit tunnels seems quite reliable.
However, u-turn signatures are by definition more subject to
false positives than qTTL ones. This is exactly what we tackle
in this paper (and, consequently, our work is complementary
to Vanaubel et al. [17]): we want to test u-turn signature
accuracy.
III. DATA C OLLECTION
In order to collect MPLS data, we develop a tool called
M AGALLANES [18] allowing us to easily run and manage
scamper [19] based probes through the PlanetLab (PL)
infrastructure. M AGALLANES starts by randomly allocating
several vantage points (VP) within the available set of PL
nodes. It next distributes, among those VPs, a given number of destinations (or “probe targets”). To achieve some
geographical uniformity in target selection, M AGALLANES
select randomly targets from data provided by IP geolocation
database maxmind.1 Additionally, M AGALLANES allows one
to store an experiment results on a centralized database and
to perform alias resolution using MIDAR [20].
1 See

www.maxmind.com.
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Fig. 1. Signatures behavior for implicit MPLS tunnels.

We ran M AGALLANES on October 31st , 2015. We chose
100 VPs and selected 10,000 targets per VP 2 . Each VP
managed its own set of targets, meaning that probes targets
are disjoint sets between VPs. scamper was configured to
run ICMP Paris traceroute [21]. To get the u-turn signature,
we sent a ping to each hop revealed by Paris traceroute.
We sent six ICMP echo-request packets from the same
VP. Six ICMP echo-reply allow us to infer with 95%
confidence if there is a single return path and, therefore, reduce
measurement errors caused by a reverse path containing loadbalanced segments of different lengths [6].
As a result we discovered around 270,000 IP interfaces,
520,000 links, 42% of which were available to run MIDAR
and we found aliases successfully on 19% of them. To match
IP interfaces to ASes, we used the CAIDA dataset [22] derived
from Routeviews3 and collected the same day as the exploration. Additionally, we found that 44% of traces collected
traverse at least one MPLS tunnel. The amount of explicit
tunnels is highly superior to implicit ones. We discovered
explicit tunnels on 34% of traceroutes and at least one implicit
tunnel on 16%. Surprisingly, we found more implicit tunnels
revealed through u-turn signature (12%) rather than qTTL
signature (4%). However, the qTTL signature matched with
at least 63% of the explicit tunnels. We discuss these results
in the next sections. Finally, we did not found opaque tunnels,
confirming so their rarity [17].
IV. MPLS S IGNATURES VALIDATION
In this section, we expose our methodology for validating
the MPLS signatures used to reveal implicit MPLS tunnels
(see Sec. II-B). Basically, we compare the LSR position within
an MPLS tunnel, called the MPLS position, with the different
signatures values. Our main goal here is to assess the u-turn
accuracy.
The MPLS position of an LSR is obtained based on its
appearance order in an LSR, as revealed by traceroute.
The appearance order is called n-position, i.e., the first LSR
revealed by a traceroute probe should be the first LSR
within the LSP (1-position) , the LSR revealed by the next
consecutive traceroute probe should be the second LSR
within the LSP (2-position), etc. Given that MPLS tunnels can
2 The collected dataset is available at http://cnet.fi.uba.ar/Sup_
Mat_TMA_2016/.
3 See www.routeviews.org
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Fig. 2. Example of biased n-position. It shows a scenario where, due to
per-packet load balancing issues and the absence of RFC4950 on LSR1 , the
n-position could be erroneously inferred: First, traceroute reveals LSR2
(and associates it the 1-position), the next traceroute probe reveals the
LH LSR (and associates it the 2-position). Finally, due to load balancing
issues on LSR2 the LH LSR is revealed twice (with different qTTL value).
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Fig. 3. Comparison between obtained and expected values for qTTL and
u-turn.

be configured to perform load balancing (this is quite common,
as shown by Vanaubel et al. [5]), the n-position revealed by
traceroute might lead to a bias with respect to the actual
MPLS position. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Implicit tunnels are based either on qTTL or u-turn signatures. Both of them are directly related with MPLS position. Indeed, first, the qTTL value refers to the IP-TTL
of the echo-request packet when it enters the MPLS
tunnel. Therefore, a qTTL of n in the resulting ICMP
time-exceeded means that the sent probe expired n hops
later than the Ingress LER of the LSP, i.e., an LSR reply
with qTTL= n means that the LSR appears in the n-position
in the LSP. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). From the Ingress
LER, the qTTL starts to grow linearly with the LSP length.
We therefore expect observing a qTTL=1 on the first LSR
in the LSP, a qTTL= 2 on the second LSR in the LSP, etc.
Second, a u-turn value is related to the tunnel length, L, and
the n-position of the LSR within the tunnel (see Sec. II-B) as
is shown on Fig. 1(b).
A. qTTL Signature
Our signature validation relies on the hypothesis that the
actual MPLS position matches with the n-position, i.e., the nposition of the LSR within the LSP corresponds to the qTTL
value generated by that LSR. Said differently qTTL = n.
In order to validate this assumption, we use the dataset
described in Sec. III and compare the qTTL with n-position
for explicit and implicit tunnels. The results are shown in
Fig. 3. In particular, Fig. 3(a) provides the MPLS tunnel length
distribution computed as the number of LSRs in the tunnel.

B. u-turn Signature
As explained in Sec. II-B, the expected u-turn value is of
the form [2L, 2L−2, 2L−4, ..., 2] where L is the tunnel length
and the array position corresponds to the LSR position within
the LSP, i.e., n (see Fig. 1(b)). The relationship between L,
n, and the expected value can thus be written u − turn =
2 × (L − (n − 1)).
Because u-turn is commonly present in almost all LSRs,
first, we compare n with u-turn on LSRs revealed either
explicitly or qTTL-based using the dataset presented in Sec. III
(Fig. 4(a)). We also study n value on LSRs where u-turn
was the only detected signature (Fig. 4(b)). We use the filter
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We observe, corroborating so previous studies [3], [5], [4],
that most of tunnels are rather short (length < 3 in more than
80% of the cases).
Fig. 3(a) also provides, by extension, possible values for
qTTL (X-axis). This suggests thus that qTTL values should
oscillates between 1 and 8, with a strong predominance for
short values (i.e., between 1 and 3).
Fig. 3(b) represents a scatter plot showing the relationship
between the qTTL (Y-axis) and the n-position (X-axis). The
circle size in the scatter plot is related with the occurrence
frequency of Y-axis values regarding each n-position. The
transparency of the circle is related with occurrence frequency
of the n-position regarding each Y-axis value. For instance, on
Fig. 3(b) for values where n > 1, the biggest circles are mainly
located on qTTL= 1 and qTTL= n. So, this suggests that, for
a given n-position, the qTTL value usually takes either the
value 1 or n.
However, we notice, on Fig. 3(b) that the qTTL signature
highly matches with n. The bias qTTL = n± could occur due
to two causes: one is the limitation in our method to reveal the
first LSR in the LSP when RFC4950 is not implemented (by
definition of implicit tunnel); and the second cause could occur
due to load balancers (using Paris traceroute should avoid
load balancing issues, except for “per packet” load balancers),
as suggest Fig. 2 suggests. Fig. 3(b) also shows that qTTL
frequently takes the value of 1, even for n > 1, which means
that the LSR implements the RFC4950 but do not match with
the qTTL signature.
We also find that around 2% of LSRs do not react to
qTTL signature, even if their neighbors does, i.e., some LSRs
interfaces located at in±1 tunnel positions react properly to
qTTL signatures but the LSR interface located at in position
does not.
Nevertheless, the n-position is highly reliable and therefore,
the potential load balancer presence on LSPs is not a common
issue. Indeed, we find that in 58% of the cases the n-position
matches with the qTTL value while in 36, 3% of cases the
qTTL signature is not present on explicit tunnels and takes
the value of 1, and just 6, 7% of the cases presented have
some bias around the expected value n. Those results support
our hypothesis: the MPLS tunnel position highly matches with
the n-position. Thereby, we use n-position as a reference value
to validate the u-turn signatures.
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u-turn > 3 (i.e., avoiding short tunnels where biases are more
likely to appear) to avoid false positives.
The results for a given tunnel length L = 5 are shown
on Fig. 4, a scatter plot that must be read the same way as
Fig. 3(b). Quickly said, Fig. 4 suggests that u-turn is usually
overestimated. Similar results were observed for other tunnel
lengths.
We notice that obtained u-turn values are close to expected
ones when the LSR was either explicitly revealed or when
qTTL is present (Fig. 4(a)). However, for LSRs revealed only
by u-turn signatures (Fig. 4(b)) the obtained and expected
u-turn values commonly do not match. If we accept a bias
of ±2 around the expected u-turn value over our whole
dataset, we notice that, on LSRs explicitly revealed or qTTL
based, the 60% of obtained u-turn signatures match with the
expected values. However, for LSRs revealed only through uturn signature, the obtained u-turn signature just match in less
than 25% with the expected values.
Therefore, LSRs revealed only through u-turn are highly
inaccurate, mainly, because MPLS tunnels are not the only
responsible for u-turn signature. Indeed, it is also related with
load balancing on the return path, where ICMP echo-reply
and ICMP time-exceeded at different hops may be load
balanced [21].
Up to now, we showed u-turn signature’s inaccuracy. We
also believe it is important to know whether u-turn signature
presence has an impact on the Internet architecture. We tackle
this (and other interesting questions) in Sec. V.
V. LSR S AND MPLS CLUSTERS
This section aims at better understanding the impact of
MPLS deployment over Internet, specifically over router level
topology. To achieve our purpose, we study how LSRs and
MPLS clusters interacts with non MPLS routers. Generally
speaking, we compare the fingerprints on k-core decomposition that MPLS presence causes over the Internet Topology.
We propose two main studies: the first one aims at locating the
LSRs and MPLS clusters over the entire router topology; and
a second one aims at better understanding the MPLS structure
for a given AS.
A. Definitions and Background
We define several graphs at different abstraction levels as
follows: first, the IP level graph Gip is built with the IP
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addresses and links found through traceroute. Second, the
router level graph Gr is obtained after solving alias resolution
process through MIDAR [20]). Third, the MPLS router level
graph Gmpls
is formed by MPLS links and routers in which
r
at least one IP interface belongs to an LSP.
The ASes induced graph Gr (as) is a subgraph of Gr
where each vertex has an interface belonging to the same
Autonomous System, namely as. In particular, the induced
(as). A connected component Cimpls
is Gmpls
graph of Gmpls
r
r
in a Gmpls
(as) is called MPLS cluster. Finally, the MPLS
r
cluster interconnection graph is a hybrid router level graph,
Gr\lsr , where all the MPLS clusters Cimpls are gathered
together in a single node, while non-MPLS capable routers
remain unchanged. Broadly speaking, an MPLS cluster interconnection graph refers to a router level graph where all
MPLS clusters are treated as a single node. Additionally, we
call Gr\lsr (as) the subgraphs of Gr\lsr induced by routers
having at least one interface in the Autonomous System as.
This section mainly focuses on MPLS clusters interconnection graph Gr\lsr and their respective ASes induced graphs
Gr\lsr (as). In this way, we study how MPLS clusters are connected to non-MPLS capable routers. Particularly, as MPLS
clusters interconnection graph analysis is mainly based on kcore decomposition, we present the following definitions:
• k-core: Given a graph G = (V, E), then the subgraph
H = (C, E|C) induced by the set C ⊆ V is a k-core
of order k if f ∀v ∈ C : degreeH (v) ≥ k and H is the
maximum subgraph with this property.
• Shell index. A vertex i has a shell index c if it belongs
to the c-core but not to (c + 1)-core. We denote by Ci
the shell index of vertex i. A shell Cc consists of all the
vertices whose shell index is c. The maximum value c
such that Cc is not empty is denoted by Cmax . Therefore,
the k-core is thus the union of all shells Cc with c ≥ k.
• Core-connectivity [11]. Let a core-connected graph, then
vertices (i, j) having shell-index a and b respectively, has
at least k = min(a, b) different paths to join i to j.
To retrieve the k-core decomposition of a graph G, we use
L A N ET- VI [9], [11]. This tool returns a two dimensional plot,
where the position of each vertex is arranged into a circle
depending on its shell index and its neighbors’ index. A color
code allows for the identification of shell indices, and diameter

Fig. 6.

k-core visualization of router level topology Gr .

of the spheres represent vertex’s degree in a logarithmic scale.
The k-core decomposition can break the original network
into various connected components which are displayed as
independent circles.
B. MPLS on Internet Topology
In this section, we study the LSRs and MPLS cluster
structure over the Internet topology. We focus on the router
level topology for our analysis because it is closer to a
realistic Internet one and because we do not notice any strong
difference between IP and router level topology as Fig. 5
suggests. Indeed, we only remark that router level topology
has a slightly stronger clustering coefficient (see Fig. 5(b)),
due to alias resolution process. In this way, Fig. 6 4 shows the
k-core visualization of Gr . The figure is divided in four parts,
the main part being in the upper left while the three others
are a zoom on the main one. The main part is composed
of two scales, the one on the left is the node degree in a
logarithmic scale, while the one on the right is a gray scale
4 Higher resolution figures available at http://cnet.fi.uba.ar/
Sup_Mat_TMA_2016/.

with each shell index Ci . Between the two scales, we see the
shell index with Cmax in the center, the other shells being
located concentrically around it. Note that Cmax -core is made
of several components with one having the most significant
part, and it is shown at the left of the center (black nodes).
We also see that all the shell indexes are highly populated
and that the node degree is not related with the shell index,
i.e., there are many routers with high degree in the outer
(lower) shells. Another typical feature of router level topology
is that the links between routers mainly occur between routers
belonging to neighbors shells (links have been omitted for the
sake of visualization), e.g., the routers on the outer shells are
not usually connected to the routers located on the Cmax -core,
as it is in the Autonomous Systems maps [9].
In order to locate LSRs-routers with MPLS capabilities
into the shell indexes over k-core decomposition, we paint
in black the non-MPLS routers and in gray the LSRs. The
results are shown in Fig. 7(a).4 We notice that the LSRs are
commonly distributed around the different shells of Internet,
with slightly low density in the lower ones. Additionally, we
apply the same methodology for the MPLS interconnection
cluster level graph Gr\lsr (Fig. 7(b)): MPLS clusters (gray
nodes) are distinguished from the non-MPLS capable routers
(black nodes). In this case, MPLS clusters degree is correlated
with shell index: higher the shell cluster, higher its degree.
This behavior is observed in hierarchical networks, e.g., the
Autonomous System network.
Finally, we evaluate Gr\lsr using metrics such as degree
distribution, local clustering coefficient, and nearest neighbor
degree. These metrics are widely used by the research community to describe network properties [23, p. 61-62]. Local
clustering coefficient is a measure of how connected are the
vertex’s neighbors between them. Nearest neighbor degree is
the average of the neighbor’s degree for a given vertex. The
results are shown on Fig. 5. The x-axis values have been
logarithmically binned. We notice that MPLS clusters Cimpls
highly impact the router level topology (notice that Cimpls
is represented by a single node). On one hand, the nearest
neighbor degree is higher for lower degree nodes on Gr\lsr ,
suggesting that routers with low degree are highly connected
to MPLS clusters (the highest degree nodes as Fig. 7(b)
shows) and thereby to LSRs. On the other hand, the clustering
coefficient of Gr\lsr is highly increased for vertices having
degree 50 to 200. It means that their neighbors are highly
connected between them due to the MPLS clusters aparition.
It also implies that MPLS clusters plays an important role on
Internet robustness: the more connected the vertex’s neighbors
are, the more disjoint paths exist between them. Moreover,
this network verify the core-connectivity property [11] for the
highest cores.
C. MPLS clusters on Autonomous Systems
Although, the previous results give us a general overview
about MPLS deployment, we believe that the study of MPLS
structure requires going deeper into the individual AS topology. Indeed, we found that around 89.9% of MPLS links are

intra-domain. Thereby, we focus on the top ASes in terms
of total number of discovered links. On this set of ASes, we
discard those having less than 500 MPLS links. The summary
of this top ASes is shown in Fig. 8. Additionally, we identify
the amount of discovered MPLS links by AS, distinguishing
the type of MPLS tunnel as follows: given a link between two
MPLS interfaces in−1 and in discovered by traceroute at
n − 1 and n position, we define :
• explicit MPLS link: as links where in belongs to an
explicit MPLS tunnel;
• qTTL MPLS link: as links where in belongs to an implicit
MPLS tunnel qTTL based;
• u-turn MPLS link: as links where in belongs to an implicit
MPLS tunnel u-turn based.
Regarding Fig. 8, we notice that the ratio rmpls =
|Ermpls (as)|/|Er (as)| is greater when more explicit MPLS
links have been discovered. Interestingly, we also see that
the ASes with more IP links discovered have the lowest ratio
rmpls .
For our purposes, we select the most representatives
ASes from those in Fig. 8. In this way, we analyze the
graphs Gr (as) and Gr\lsr (as) for AS1299, AS174, AS6762,
AS2914, AS7018, and AS1273 using k-core decomposition
(see Fig. 9). We observe that k-core decomposition structure
varies according the type of MPLS tunnels that prevails in
the AS. Particularly, for AS1299 (Teliasonera AB), AS174
(Cogent Communication), and AS6762 (Telecom Italia) where
prevails u-turn MPLS links, we show that MPLS clusters
(represented as gray nodes) are spread out over different shells.
These k-core structures are similar in our top five ASes (first
five ASes with most links discovered on Fig. 8) where u-turn
signature was mostly discovered, i.e., between 30% and 80%
over the total amount of MPLS links.
However, for AS2914 (NTT America Inc.), AS7018
(AT&T), and AS1273 (Cable and Wireless Worldwide plc)
where explicit MPLS links prevail, we find a highly different
k-core structure, i.e., most vertices are directly connected
to a predominant MPLS cluster located at Cmax -core. The
remaining ASes in Fig. 8 with high percentage of explicit
tunnels have the same structure.
In summary, we notice that ASes where explicit MPLS
links prevail have a predominant MPLS cluster while ASes
where u-turn MPLS links prevail have several MPLS cluster
spread out over the shells. Additionally, We believe that kcore decomposition on the top five ASes could have different
structure due to either the u-turn signature inaccuracy or due
to some particular MPLS deployment. Indeed, we remark only
on these ASes a low ratio rmpls and an unusually high u-turn
links presence.
Another remarkable observation relies on the fact that the
maximum degree reached by MPLS clusters is considerably
high with respect to the network size. Indeed, except for
AS174, the rest of ASes suggest that more than 50% of nonMPLS routers are connected to at least one LSR. Actually,
even the outer shells of the k-core decomposition are linked
directly with the MPLS clusters located in the Cmax -core. This

(a) The k-core visualization of router level topology Gr .

(b) The k-core visualization of MPLS cluster level topology Gr\lsr .
Fig. 7. k-core visualization of Gr and Gr\lsr . On Fig. 7(a), black nodes refer to non MPLS capable routers and gray nodes refer to LSRs. On Fig. 7(b),
black nodes refer to non MPLS capable routers and gray nodes refer to MPLS clusters.
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with the type of MPLS tunnels that prevails for a given AS.
However, we believe that it is necessary to continue the current
studies by adding new methods and mechanisms to reveal
MPLS presence. Mainly, because it is necessary to correct the
u-turn biases and infer tunnels not revealed by traceroute
(invisible tunnels). Additionally, this work did not study the
traffic behavior and patterns related with MPLS presence, this
information could allow one to infer LSR not revealed by
the current methods. Finally, we plan to perform long time
measurement campaigns in order to explore the impact of time
on MPLS infrastructures.
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behavior matches with our observation of nearest neighbor
degree and clustering coefficient discussed in Sec. V-B. Additionally, because MPLS clusters are mainly located on Cmax core (even on ASes with high percentage of u-turn MPLS
links), we believe that MPLS plays an important role in ISPs’
backbone.

Top of ASes with most links discovered

VI. C ONCLUSION
MPLS usage has an important role on Internet. Indeed,
we found that MPLS tunnels are traversed by around 34%
(explicit tunnels) and 42% (explicit and implicit tunnels)
of traceroute probes in our dataset. In this paper, we
tested the detection methods of implicit MPLS tunnels. Our
results suggested that although Paris traceroute works properly (avoiding per-packet load balancers) for MPLS tunnels
discovery, u-turn signatures are commonly biased due to perflow load balancing issues in the return path. We also provided
in this work a first and novel overview about MPLS structure.
On one hand, our findings highlight the importance of MPLS
in the Internet robustness; on the other hands we showed
that MPLS deployment plays an important role in the ISP’s
backbone. Additionally, our methodology based on k-core
decomposition allowed us to reveal the fingerprints related
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